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Legal Business Development: Is it in your firm's DNA?  

September 27, 2011 by Paula Black  

Are you marketing or are you developing business... DAH! Marketing IS supposed to develop 
business and so is client service and so is delivering excellent work product on time and under 
budget. 

In my book there is no separation... all these activities are done in order to get more work. And 
everyone at every level in the firm should be responsible for developing business to some degree. 
Now, I know that sounds a little radical... but think about it. There is no work to be done... no rent 
gets paid... no supplies are needed... no briefs need to be written... if there is NO business 
development! So why should business development be relegated to the very few within a firm? In 
my opinion it shouldn't. 

TEN business development activities for many people at many levels in a firm... 

1. Be welcoming... answering the phones quickly and in a friendly manner. 

2. Return phone calls and emails... on a timely basis. 

3. Do what you say you're going to do... your integrity is at stake. 

4. Visit a client without charging them... demonstrate your commitment. 

5. Show kindness at all levels... being nice to the receptionist is as important as being nice to the 
president. 

6. Take pride in your work... and tell people you know that your firm does great work. 

7. Sending handwritten notes isn't just for the rainmakers... a personal note goes a long way. 

8. Say HELLO... you never know whom you may meet. 

9. Be happy... yes, no one wants to be around a grouch. 

10. Say THANK YOU often... make your mom proud! 

Is this list in your firms DNA? If not... start by being an example. Remember... it's all about 
business development! 

Black Pearl: I've mentioned this one before and in this conversation bears repeating. Raving Fans by 
Ken Blanchard. 
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Paula Black is a legal branding expert, author, consultant and coach. She has advised individual lawyers and law firms around 

the globe on everything from powerful and innovative design to marketing strategy and business development. She is the 

award-winning author of "The Little Black Book on Law Firm Branding & Positioning," "The Little Black Book on Law Firm 

Marketing and Business Development," and the Amazon-bestselling "The Little Black Book: A Lawyer's Guide To Creating A 

Marketing Habit in 21 Days." 
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